SOUTHWIND  
Words and Music by Herb Pedersen  
Sung by John Denver on JD John Denver (1979)  

G        Bm        Em          G7/D  
THE WHEELS GO DOWN, I'M BACK IN TOWN,  
C        C/D  
THREE MONTHS FULL OF SUMMER AND NOTHIN’ TO DO.  

G        Bm        C        Em  
IT’S BEEN A STRAIN AT THE REINS BUT THE PICTURE REMAINS,  
Am        G/B        C        Bm  
SOUTHWIND’S BLOWIN’ MY LOVE TO YOU  
A        G/B        C        G/B        C        D  
SOUTHWIND’S BLOWIN’ MY LOVE.  
G        Bm        Em          G7/D  
FOR SIXTY ONE DAYS I GOT CAUGHT IN THE MAZE,  
C        C/D  
TWENTY THOUSAND WATCHIN’ THE SONGS GO BY.  
G        Bm        B7        Em  
THE LIGHTS COME DOWN IN AN EAST TEXAS TOWN,  
Am        G/B        C        Bm  
SOUTHWIND’S BLOWIN’ MY LOVE TO YOU,  
Am        G/B        C        D  
SOUTHWIND’S BLOWIN’ MY LOVE.  

Em        Dm        C  
I COULDN’T WAIT UNTIL,  
Bm        C        D7        G  
‘TIL I GOT BACK HOME TO YOU  
Em        Dm        C        Am        G/B        C        D7  
OR TO GET MY FILL OF THESE CALIFORNIA SUMMER NIGHTS.  
G        Bm  
IT’S GOOD TO BE HOME.  
G        G7/D  
MY, HOW THE CHILDREN HAVE GROWN.  
C        C/D  
SCREEN DOOR’S BARKING OUT THAT OLD FAMILIAR TUNE.  
Bm        B7        Em  
GAMES AT THE PARK, BUT HONEY WAIT UNTIL DARK,  
Am        G/B        C        Bm  
SOUTHWIND WILL BLOW ALL MY LOVE TO YOU,  
Am        G/B        C        D  
SOUTHWIND WILL BLOW ALL MY LOVE.  
Em        Dm        C  
I COULDN’T WAIT UNTIL,  
Bm        C        D7        G  
‘TIL I GOT BACK HOME TO YOU  
Em        Dm        C        Am        G/B        C        D7  
OR TO GET MY FILL OF THESE CALIFORNIA SUMMER NIGHTS.  
G        Bm        Em          G7/D  
THE WHEELS GO DOWN, I’M BACK IN TOWN,  
C        C/D  
THREE MONTHS FULL OF SUMMER AND NOTHIN’ TO DO.
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